Style
Marching Uniform
The marching uniform is a patriot style uniform with jacket, bibbers (pants), and a three cornered hat.
The hat, jacket, bibbers, shoe buckles and garment bag are loaned to the students. The fittings are by
appointment only during uniform distribution nights in August.
Students are expected to dry-clean their uniform a minimum of every other wearing. White jackets
worn by tubas and percussionists must be dry-cleaned every week. Dry cleaning receipts are turned into
the section leaders each week. There are only 3 approved dry cleaners and it is important to use these
cleaners to avoid damage to the uniform. The three main pieces to the uniform total $655, so
extraordinary care is essential.
Each student is given a blue band bag their first year in the band. These are for band students only and
are kept from year to year. They are carried into the stadium each game. Rain ponchos, extra gloves,
extra socks, music, reeds, money for break and any other small items which may be needed during the
game go into this bag.
Students are responsible for purchasing LBHS band shorts, gloves, socks, “Bando” brand black marching
shoes, and a poncho. These can be purchased during uniform distribution evenings. We will have most
items on hand, but items we measure for such as shoes will be distributed during class once they arrive.
Students can purchase replacement gloves, socks and ponchos 30 minutes before leaving for each game.
At the end of marching season, the uniform must be dry-cleaned and returned in the dry-cleaning bag
with the receipt attached. Uniforms are returned by appointment during one of the marching uniform
return nights. It is the student’s responsibility to pay for any missing/damaged parts. A $25 cleaning fee
is assessed if the uniform is not returned clean and a $25 late fees is assessed if the uniform is not
returned on time.
Casual Uniform
The casual uniform is a blue polo shirt with band logo and either black jeans or tuxedo pants depending
on the event. Students pay for their polo shirts and are sized during uniform distribution nights. The
shirts are distributed during class once they arrive. These only need to be purchased once unless the
size changes or the shirt is lost.
Concert Uniform
The concert uniform consists of black tuxedo pants with a black banded-collar tux shirt and a button
cover. Students are required to purchase this uniform.

Students will be fitted for the shirt and pants during uniform distribution. We will collect payment at
that time.
The students are responsible for wearing close-toed black dress shoes (or Bando marching shoes
without the shoe buckles from marching season) with black socks.

